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3 I hereby request the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

to conduct public hearings on the Draft Environmental

| Statementrrelated to the operation of Vogtle Electric

[ Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. 50-424 and 50-425).
The environmental and economic impacts, as reflected in the

i DES, are of such magnitude that all possible effort should be

{ made to involve the citizens of the State of Georgia in

& the decision to issue an operating license or not.

k In Section 2 (" Purpose and Need for the Action") of

; the DES it.is stated that the NRC has determined that "need

for power issues" do not have to be addresced in OLr

[ environmental impact statements unless " a showing of special

f circumstances is made under 10CFR 2.758 or the Commission
E- otherwise requires so." .I request that this point be

b considered in public hearings and that it also be considered
'

in the final environmental statement.

g The "need for power" issue should be considered for

L the following reasons: 1) the NRC itself has randomly
P considered economic questions in the DES and a thorough

; environmental review should include a complete economic

_

analysis of the operation and construction of Plant Vogtle.
- Inclusion of economic data.by-the NRC points out the

importance of the economic question; a question which merits,

[ a full examination. 2) Information regarding the question

E of "need for Power" has changed considerably since the

{ issuance of a Construction Permit to Georgia Power Company.

Electricity consumption and costs for Plant Vogtle have:
,

_

changed drastically since issuance of a CP and they shouldr

} once again be thoroughly examined.
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Regarding previr.us point 1

In the.TES for Plant Vogtle, questions of economica

are discussed many times. In part, the following points

'are discussed witIh economic questions in mind:
a. Section 5 2.2. Here an analysis of alternatives for

placement of transmission lines across Ebenezer Creek Swamp

and their costs are discussed.

b. Section 5.9 4.5(5).. Economic and Societal Impacts.
The NRC has determined in this section that " impacts

associated ~with adverse health effects avoidance are more

readily transformed into economic impacts.'" (A full consideration

for economic impacts should discuss the economic impact

of cancellation of construction of Plant Vogtle.)

c. Section15 9.4.5(6) Risk Consideration.
In~this section, under " Regional Industrial, Impacts" and-

"Other. Economic Risks", the costs of an accident are discussed.
,

'Section 5 9.4 5(7)(s) Economic Data and Modeling.d. r
Economic parameters of risk'modeling are discussed.
e. Tables-5 4-and 5.5 In these tables tax benefits to 1

-local governments. attributed to Plant Vogtle are presented.

('Jhat- are the effects on other local governments in Georgia?)'
- f. Section 6.4 ; Benefit - Cost Summary.

Annual production costs of energy are considered in this

section, but construction costs are not considered in

determining the costs of production.

g. Section 6.4.2 Economic Costs.

The cost of decommissioning, | as determined by the applicant,

is Osually mentioned here as being 850 million. A full.

study should be made of these costs, both economic and

= environmental.

h. = Table 6.1 Benefit - Cost Summary for Vogtle Units 1 and 2.
.,

Under COSTS - construction costs are not considered. This

table is seriously-flawed without inclusion of construction

.' costs and impacts.
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jv' I msntion th2 previous sections to point out the fact

Ithat the NRC takes into consideration many facets of

- the economics of Plant Vogtle, and that is an admission

as to the NRC's concern about economics. To take one

step into an analysis of the economics of Plant Vogtle
~

'

means that -there are many steps to be investigated for

a_ complete economic study to be made. Since the NRC has

~ considered economic questions in the Draft Environmental

Statement, it too, recognizes just how interrelated,

economics and environmental effects are. A complete

- environmental statement must include all aspects of

economics which will have major impact. The "need for

power" issue should thus be considered. In this discussion

the. construction program and need for the plant should.be

investigated.
'

Regarding Previous Point 2
-

Since the issuance of a Construction Permit the pattern

of consumption of electricity.in Georgia has. changed

dramatically. Assumptions regarding electrical consumption

that were made ten years ago are invalid today and the

need.for Plant Vogtle should be made using current rates

of consumption.

Costs for Plant.Vogtle, mainly construction costs,

have also changed.. Construction costs have increased.over

10 times. A complete economic / environmental study should
reflect these changes in costs.

In summary, I request that public hearings be held on

the Plant Vogtle Draft Environmental Statement and that the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission include the."need for power"

issue in future environmental and economic analyses.
-.

Respectfully Submitted,
'
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Tom Clements,.
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